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“Little	 is	 Much	 When	 God	 is	 in	 It!”
group of former student leaders from SFCLiège! The seeds are still bearing fruit!

Still Much to be Done

The above testimonies to God’s power to
change lives leave us speechless as He touches
students across Europe. But the burden for
those who are without Christ compels us to
continue laboring, praying for more workers, and
training more students to reach their campuses.
No stronger has this been impressed on us than
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!
Perhaps this title brings back a melody from
the distant recesses of your mind. (If not, no
worries. It’s on YouTube.) This old song recently
came to mind as we’ve seen God take “small
mustard seed” beginnings and turn them into
Kingdom-sized miracles with no end to the longlasting impact in sight!
So catch this...Pierre (name changed) came
to faith in Christ in the USA through an exchange
program. His youth pastor clued Blair in to
Pierre’s return to Belgium and his “coincidental”
enrollment on the campus here. After his arrival,
they began to meet, Pierre got involved in Students
for Christ-Belgium, and his faith began to show
through his changed life. His agnostic brother
eventually became intrigued to the point of
announcing that he has now been praying for
about a month, and he “might even come with
[Pierre] to SFC in the future.” Little is much...
Now get this...Mélanie’s lifestyle of Christ so
impacted and called into question the lack of belief
in her sister AnneSophie, that she began
asking questions of
Mélanie. The seed of faith
began growing in AnneSophie as well, and she
later attended the SFC
summer Connect
conference. Recently, we
received an email from
Anne-Sophie asking for
direction because she is so
hungry for more of God
and wants to know how to
Anne-Sophie at Connect “study the Bible, get to
know other Christians,
serve God in a church, work for Him”! Mustard
seed stuff...from tiny beginnings to world-wide
size!
How about this...It was one of those
delightfully surprised feelings washing over us
after seeing Jérôme’s recent baptism photos.
Blair had only talked with him once or twice in
Liège, where he studied, but his spiritual hunger
was almost palpable. Charles Gravely, our
missionary associate at the time, now leading SFCBrussels, was instrumental in planting and
watering seeds of faith in Jérôme’s life. When
Charles left Liège, we couldn’t foresee God’s
orchestration for Jérôme, but the Spirit had things
covered, for this past Sunday, we learned that
Jérôme is now attending a church planted by a

in the recent death of a student on the university
where we live. Apparently, after a drinking party
Nicolas never made it to his dorm but was
found several days later drowned in the icy
waters of our neighborhood lake. A 19-year-old
with practically his entire life ahead of him is
now in eternity. And we must ask ourselves the
question, “What if SFC students here had been
able to introduce him to God’s Good News?”
Perhaps that seed would have germinated to
grow another testimony.
Please pray for Pierre, Anne-Sophie, and
Jérôme who are experiencing abundant life in
Jesus. Your continued partnership and prayer
will help us to keep reaching out to students and
hopefully others like Nicolas. Thank you.

USA-Bound

We’re looking forward In other news...
to re-connecting with you
this next year. Please contact
us if you would like us to be
a part of any missions
emphasis your church may
be planning or to simply
meet and talk about how
good God is!
He is Risen Indeed!
Blair & Dina & family
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